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We calculate the density of states (DOS) and the Mulliken population of the diamond and the co-doped dia-
monds with different concentrations of lithium (Li) and phosphorus (P) by the method of the density functional
theory, and analyze the bonding situations of the Li–P co-doped diamond thin films and the impacts of the Li–P
co-doping on the diamond conductivities. The results show that the Li–P atoms can promote the split of the
diamond energy band near the Fermi level, and improve the electron conductivities of the Li–P co-doped dia-
mond thin films, or even make the Li–P co-doped diamond from semiconductor to conductor. The effect of Li–P
co-doping concentration on the orbital charge distributions, bond lengths and bond populations is analyzed.
The Li atom may promote the split of the energy band near the Fermi level as well as may favorably regulate
the diamond lattice distortion and expansion caused by the P atom.
Key words: Li–P co-doped diamond, density of states, impurity level, orbital charge
PACS: 71.15.Mb, 71.20.-b, 81.05.Uw, 71.55.Cn
1. Introduction
Diamond has a great potential for applications. It has a wide band gap, high breakdown voltage, high
carrier mobility, high thermal conductivity and chemical inertness and so on. By incorporating the boron
atoms into a diamond, the diamond thin films can acquire shallow acceptor impurity levels near the top
of its valence band, and become the p-type semiconductors. Recently, the p-type diamonds have received
a lot of developments, and have had a wide range of applications in the industry, such as the applica-
tions of electrodes [1], the detection applications [2, 3] and the preparations of semiconductor devices [4],
and so on. In the last two years, the superconducting characteristics of the boron-doped diamond thin
films have attracted a great deal of attention [5–7]. However, the preparations of the N-type diamond
thin films did not have much progress, which greatly restricted the developments of the diamond semi-
conductor devices. N-type impurity atoms are mainly lithium atoms and the sodium atoms in group I
of the Periodic Table, the nitrogen atoms and the phosphorus atoms in group V, and the sulfur atoms
and the oxygen atoms in group VI. In 1996, by theoretical calculations, R. Jones found that the phospho-
rus vacancy complexes were deep acceptors, and were capable of compensating any donor and making
the phosphorus-doped diamond remain an insulator [8]. In 2005, the thermal ionization energy and the
capture cross-section of the phosphorus donor were estimated to 0.54±0.02 eV and (4.5±2.0)×10−17 cm2
in the experiment which analyzed the conductivity of a phosphorus-doped diamond [9]. The electrical
properties and the shapes of phosphorus-doped diamonds, which are prepared by an organic phospho-
rus gas [P(C4H9)H2 and P(CH3)3] or by an inorganic phosphorus gas PH3, are the same in the experiment
of the preparation of a phosphorus-doped diamond by the plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
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method [10]. At the same time, in the analysis of the relationship between themobility of the phosphorus-
doped diamond’s (001) surface and temperature, the largest mobility (approximately 450 cm2/Vs) lies in
260 K, and the mobility at room temperature is 350 cm2/Vs [11]. In 2006, when Takatoshi Yamada and his
collaborators studied the field emission properties of heavy phosphorus-doped diamond thin films, they
found that the reconstruction film surface which was annealed in vacuum, had a minimum threshold
field value 16 V/µm, while the threshold field values of the thin film surface which was terminated by
oxygen or hydrogen were 28 V/µm or 44 V/µm [12]. In 2008, J. Pernot and his collaborators found that at
the phosphorus atom concentrations being less than 1017 cm−3, the electron mobility was determined by
the lattice scattering; when the phosphorus atom concentrations were between 1017 cm−3 and 1018 cm−3,
the electron mobility was determined by both the lattice scattering and by the scattering of ionized impu-
rity atoms; when the phosphorus atom concentrations were higher than 1018 cm−3, the electron mobility
was determined by the scattering of neutral impurity atoms [13]. Although both the experiments and
theories of only single phosphorus atoms doped diamond have greatly increased and improved, the elec-
tron conductivities of the phosphorus-doped diamond thin films remain low in experiments and cannot
meet the requirements for the preparations of semiconductor devices. Thus, some researchers referred
to the doping experiments of the GaAs and advised that the co-doping method might be a good way. In
1995, the experiment of the preparation of the nitrogen-phosphorus co-doped diamond thin films by hot-
filament chemical vapor deposition showed that adding some nitrogen atoms was advantageous to the
phosphorus-doping and to the increase of the growth rate of the films, as well as can get a higher dop-
ing concentration: the maximum concentration of the phosphorus atoms and the nitrogen atoms were
3×1019 and 6×1019 atoms/cm3, respectively [14]. In 2004, when Li Rong-Bin and his collaborators pre-
pared the boron-sulfur co-doped diamond thin films by traditional microwave plasma chemical vapor
deposition, they found that the addition of some boron atoms could be advantageous to sulfur doping,
and made the amount of the sulfur atoms increase 1.5 times while the activation energy of the electron
conductivity was reduced from 0.52 eV to 0.39 eV [15]. In 2005, W.S. Lee and his collaborators found that
the Hall coefficient of the boron-lithium co-doped diamond thin films was −2.974×10−2 cm3/C, and its
resistivity was 0.01÷0.02 Ωm. They also confirmed that the co-doping method could improve the stability
of the lithium in the diamond thin films [16]. In 2007, E.B. Lombardi and his collaborators also studied
the interstitial doping and the substitution doping of the lithium and sodium atoms. By the experiment
they confirmed that the lithium atom was an interstitial atom and the sodium atom was a substitution
atom [17]. In 2009, according to the calculation of the first principle, F. Iori found that the co-doped dia-
mond, where two kinds of impurity atoms lied in the nearest neighbor, has the lowest impurity formation
energy [18].
In recent years, although the co-dopingmethod had been tried a lot in experiments and theories, it did
not get much progress. The studies of the Li–P co-doped diamonds are very few. Therefore, in this paper,
based on the first principle of the density functional theory (DFT), we calculate the Mulliken population
and the DOS of the co-doped diamonds with different concentrations of Li and P, analyze their electronic
structures, and determine the bonding properties and the charge distributions among lithium atoms,
phosphorus atoms and carbon atoms and the impacts on the electrical properties after doping.
2. Calculation method
In this paper, we do our calculation work with ab initio calculation quantummechanics module Cam-
bridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP) which is based on the density functional theory in Accelrys
Materials Studio software [19]. The module uses local atom-based groups and the numerical periodic
boundary condition to describe the valence electrons while the interactions between electrons and ions
is mainly described by the Norm-Conserving Pseudopotential and the Ultrasoft Pseudopotential [20]. In
order to minimize the number of plane wave basis sets, we chose the Ultrasoft Pseudopotential to de-
scribe the interactions between electrons and ions, while the valence electron configurations of the car-
bon atom, the phosphorus atom, the lithium atom are respectively selected to be C: 2s22p2, P: 3s23p3
and Li: 1s22s1. The cut off energy of the plane waves is 300.0 eV, and the exchange-correlation energy is
described by the PBE parameterized form of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [21]. In this
paper, we only calculate the situation of two kinds of impurity atoms lying in the nearest neighbor. In
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 1. The structure of the doped diamond where the number of Li atom is one, P atom’s number is
one and the C atom’s number is (a) six, (b) fourteen, (c) thirty, (d) sixty-two, (e) seventy, (f) ninety-four, (g)
one-hundred-forty-two, (h) two-hundred-fourteen.
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this way, a Li atom and a phosphorus atom are incorporated into the diamond lattice with an atom pair
at a random site. In order to study the Li–P co-doped diamond lattices of different concentrations, we
separately calculate the diamond lattices where the ratio of the lithium atom, phosphorus atom, and the
carbon atoms are 1 : 1 : 6, 1 : 1 : 14, 1 : 1 : 30, 1 : 1 : 62, 1 : 1 : 70, 1 : 1 : 94, 1 : 1 : 142, 1 : 1 : 214, and the
structures are shown in figure 1. Their k values are set for 7×7×7, 4×7×7, 4×4×7, 4×4×4, 2×2×7,
2×4×4, 2×2×4, 2×2×2, in order to ensure the convergences of the system’s energy and the structures
in the plane-wave basis set.
In the SCF calculation, we chose the Pulay density hybrid approach, and set the SCF to 1.0 ×
10−6 eV·atom−1. In the geometric optimization, we chose the BFGS algorithm. The accuracy of total en-
ergy was 1.0× 10−5 eV·atom−1, the crystal force of each atom was less than 0.3 eV·nm−1, the stress of
each structural unit was less than 0.05 GPa, and the atomic displacement caused by the changes of the
structural parameters was less than 1.0×10−4 nm.
3. Calculation results and discussions
3.1. Analysis of electron density of states of the lithium-phosphorus co-doped
diamond
In this paper, we calculated the DOS of the diamond and the co-doped diamonds with different con-
centrations of Li and P. The total density of states (TDOS) of the diamond and the partial density of states
(PDOS) of the diamond are showed in figure 2. The middle point line is the Fermi level. Its left is the va-
lence band and its right is the energy gap and the conduction band. The energy gap is 4.138 eV and it was
a little different from the value of the experimental measurement 5.4 eV. The phenomenon of the energy
gap being underestimated lies prevalently in the density functional calculations [22], but it does not affect
our following qualitative analysis on the doped diamonds. The valence band of a diamond consists of two
areas: in the high energy region (approximately −13÷ 0 eV), it is mainly occupied by the C2p states, while
in the low energy region (approximately −21.5÷−13 eV), it is mainly occupied by the C2s states, and the
conduction band of the diamond is mainly occupied by the C2p states. From the PDOS in the conduction
band, we can see that the area ratio of the C2s states and C2p states is approximately 1 : 3. Here, although
the above result has been known for a long time, we illustrate it again in order to be compared with the
situations of a doped diamond.
Figure 2. The total density of states (TDOS) and the partial density of states of the diamond. The EF stands
for the Fermi level. The C2s and C2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits.
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Figure 3. The total density of states (TDOS) of the Li–P co-doped diamond, n is the total atomic number,
and each cell has a lithium atom and a phosphorus atom (the Li–P atom-pair). The EF stands for the Fermi
level.
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Comparing the TDOS of the Li–P co-doped diamond in figure 3 with the TDOS of the diamond in
figure 2, we can see that the Fermi level of a diamond after doping obviously moves near the bottom of
conduction band.When the doping concentration is relatively low, such as the TDOS shown in figure 3 (b)
and (c), the Fermi level of the Li–P co-doped diamond moving near the bottom of the conduction band,
their energy gap width is almost the same as the diamond’s (as shown in figure 2), and the donor levels
are formed in the band gap and near the bottom of the conduction band. However, when the doping
concentration is higher, such as the TDOS shown in figure 3 (a), the energy gap of the Li–P co-doped dia-
mond disappears. This is most probably caused by the impurity level broadening and an impurity band
formation, which completely fills the energy gap region. Thus, the Li–P co-doped diamond becomes a
conductor. All this illustrates that when the donor impurity atoms are incorporated into a diamond, the
impurity levels will appear near the bottom of the conduction band, and then the insulated diamond will
become a semiconductor which has some conductivity. When the concentrations of the lithium atom and
phosphorus atom are not too high, only some impurity levels are formed near the bottom of the conduc-
tion band. But when the concentrations of the lithium atom and phosphorus atom are high enough, the
impurity levels will increase, broaden and become an impurity band, or even extend to the entire energy
gap. Then, they will make the energy gap disappear, and the semiconductor will become a conductor.
Here, the magnitude of concentration of the lithium atom or the phosphorus atom is about 1021, three
orders of magnitude higher than the concentration of the phosphorus atoms in the reference [10] where
its concentration is about (2÷3)×1018 cm−3, and two orders of magnitude higher than the concentration
of the phosphorus atoms in the reference [12] where its concentration is determined to be 7×1019 cm−3.
Although some impurity atom concentrations of the calculation models in this paper are higher than in
the experiment, the change or tendency of the doped diamond for different doping concentrations in
this paper is clear, so it does not affect our analysis. In addition, we also found that in the TDOS of the
doped diamond whose energy gap has disappeared (as shown in figure 3), the peak value of the DOS of
the valence band of a lithium atom lies between about −48.5÷−45 eV, while in the TDOS of the doped
diamond whose energy gap has not disappeared, the peak value of the DOS of the valence band of a
lithium atom lies between about −51.5÷−50 eV. This indicates that when the doping concentration of
the Li–P co-doped diamond is high, the DOS of the valence band of a lithium atom will move toward the
high energy direction. In short, when the atomic ratio of the lithium atoms or the phosphorus atoms to
Figure 4. The partial density of states of the doped diamond where the number of Li atom is one, P
atom’s number is one and the C atom’s number is six. The EF stands for the Fermi level. The C2s and
C2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits of the carbon atoms. The P2s and
P2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits of the phosphorus atoms. The Li1s2s
represent the electric charge distributions of 1s and 2s orbits of the lithium atoms.
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Figure 5. The partial density of states of the doped diamond where the number of Li atom is one, P atom’s
number is one and the C atom’s number is fourteen. The EF stands for the Fermi level. The C2s and
C2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits of the carbon atoms. The P2s and
P2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits of the phosphorus atoms. The Li1s2s
represent the electric charge distributions of 1s and 2s orbits of the lithium atoms.
the carbon atoms is less than 1 : 70 (or the concentration of the lithium atom or the phosphorus atom is
less than 2.35×1021 cm−3), the Li–P co-doped diamonds are always semiconductors, otherwise they are
conductors.
In order to further analyze the impacts of the Li–P atom-pairs co-doping on the electrical properties
of the diamond, we also calculated the PDOS of the Li–P co-doped diamond of different doping concentra-
tions (as shown in the figure 4–11). From these pictures, we can see that when the doping concentration
is high (as shown in figures 4 and 5), the 1s and 2s electrons of the lithium atom have some contribu-
Figure 6. The partial density of states of the doped diamond where the number of Li atom is one, P
atom’s number is one and the C atom’s number is thirty. The EF stands for the Fermi level. The C2s and
C2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits of the carbon atoms. The P2s and
P2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits of the phosphorus atoms. The Li1s2s
represent the electric charge distributions of 1s and 2s orbits of the lithium atoms.
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Figure 7. The partial density of states of the doped diamond where the number of Li atom is one, P atom’s
number is one and the C atom’s number is sixty-two. The EF stands for the Fermi level. The C2s and
C2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits of the carbon atoms. The P2s and
P2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits of the phosphorus atoms. The Li1s2s
represent the electric charge distributions of 1s and 2s orbits of the lithium atoms.
tions to the conduction band near the Fermi level; and when the doping concentration is low (as shown
in figure 6–11), the s electrons of the lithium atom nearly have no contribution to the conduction band
near the Fermi level. Therefore, on the one hand, we can improve the electron conductivity of the heavy
phosphorus-doped diamond by incorporating some lithium atoms; on the other hand, when the lithium
atoms are incorporated into the non-heavy phosphorus-doped diamond, although the lithium atoms al-
most have no impacts on the conductive properties of the phosphorus-doped diamond, they can effec-
Figure 8. The partial density of states of the doped diamond where the number of Li atom is one, P
atom’s number is one and the C atom’s number is seventy. The EF stands for the Fermi level. The C2s
and C2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits of the carbon atoms. The P2s and
P2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits of the phosphorus atoms. The Li1s2s
represent the electric charge distributions of 1s and 2s orbits of the lithium atoms.
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Figure 9. The partial density of states of the doped diamond where the number of Li atom is one, P atom’s
number is one and the C atom’s number is ninety-four. The EF stands for the Fermi level. The C2s and
C2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits of the carbon atoms. The P2s and
P2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits of the phosphorus atoms. The Li1s2s
represent the electric charge distributions of 1s and 2s orbits of the lithium atoms.
tively reduce the vacancies and the defects of the doped thin films, thus maintaining the integrity of the
films. In the figures, the part of the conduction band near the Fermi level mainly comes from the con-
tributions of the carbon atom’s 2p orbit, the phosphorus atom’s 2p orbit, a little of the carbon atom’s
2s orbit, the phosphorus atom’s 2s orbit and the lithium atom’s 1s and 2s orbit. With different doping
concentrations, the contributions of the carbon and phosphorus atom’s 2s orbit and the lithium atom’s
s orbit are different. The part of the valence band near the Fermi level mainly comes from the contri-
Figure 10. The partial density of states of the doped diamond where the number of Li atom is one, P atom’s
number is one and the C atom’s number is one hundred and forty-two. The EF stands for the Fermi level.
The C2s and C2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits of the carbon atoms. The
P2s and P2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits of the phosphorus atoms. The
Li1s2s represent the electric charge distributions of 1s and 2s orbits of the lithium atoms.
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Figure 11. The partial density of states of the doped diamond where the number of Li atom is one, P atom’s
number is one and the C atom’s number is two hundred and fourteen. The EF stands for the Fermi level.
The C2s and C2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits of the carbon atoms. The
P2s and P2p represent the electric charge distributions of 2s and 2p orbits of the phosphorus atoms. The
Li1s2s represent the electric charge distributions of 1s and 2s orbits of the lithium atoms.
butions of the carbon atom’s 2p orbit and the phosphorus atom’s 2p orbit. As the doping concentration
increases, the area of DOS of the valence band portion will increase. Therefore, when the Li–P atom-pair
is incorporated into the diamond lattice, the covalent bond near the Li–P atom-pair will be destroyed.
Thus, under the interactions among the outer electrons of the lithium atom, the phosphorus atom and
the carbon atoms, the energy bands of the carbon atoms and the phosphorus atom will split near the
Fermi level. The higher the concentration, the greater the energy band splits. And the split of the energy
band near the Fermi level is propitious to improve the conductance properties of a semiconductor.
3.2. Orbital charge distribution of the Li–P atoms and analysis of the bond length
By the analysis of the Mulliken population, we can understand the orbital electron distributions of
each atom in the Li–P co-doped diamond in detail, then to determine the bonding mechanism among
different atoms. In the first line of table 1, the S (or P ) stands for the s (or p) orbital charge after the atom
combinedwith another atom, and the “Charge” stands for the charge an atom loses after it combinedwith
another atom. The orbital charge distributions of the lithium atom and the phosphorus atom in the Li–P
co-doped diamond are showed in table 1. In this table, both the atomic charges of the lithium atom and
the phosphorus atom are positive, indicating that some charge of theirs has transferred to the vicinity of
the carbon atoms. When the total atomic number of a cell is less than or equal to 32, the concentration
of the impurity atoms is high. With the concentration decrease of impurity atoms, the s orbital charge
number of the lithium atom decreases from 1.99 to 1.17, and the charge increases from 1.01 to 1.83
which the lithium atom loses after it combined with another atom. This indicates that when the doping
concentration is high, then the higher is the doping concentration of lithium atom, the less is the charge
contributing to the bonding of the lithium atom. While the total atomic number of a cell is more than
32, the concentration of impurity atoms is low. The s orbital charge number of the lithium atom and the
charge which the lithium atom loses remain almost unchanged as the doping concentration changes. This
indicates that when the doping concentration is low, the charge contributing to the bonding of the lithium
atom almost does not change for different doping concentrations. As the doping concentration decreases,
the s orbital charge of the phosphorus atom first increases, then decreases and keeps an invariable value.
As the doping concentration decreases, the p orbital charge of the phosphorus atom decreases first, and
then increases. Therefore, the total change of the s and p orbital charge of the phosphorus atom makes
13702-10
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Table 1. The orbital charge distributions of the Li and P atoms in the Li–P co-doped diamond.
Number atom S P Total Charge(e)
8
Li 1.99 0.00 1.99 1.01
P 1.49 2.81 4.30 0.70
16
Li 1.81 0.00 1.81 1.19
P 1.54 2.67 4.21 0.79
32
Li 1.17 0.00 1.17 1.83
P 1.21 2.54 3.75 1.25
64
Li 0.98 0.00 0.98 2.02
P 1.21 2.63 3.84 1.16
72
Li 1.13 0.00 1.13 1.87
P 1.21 2.54 3.75 1.25
96
Li 0.97 0.00 0.97 2.03
P 1.21 2.67 3.88 1.12
144
Li 0.96 0.00 0.96 2.04
P 1.21 2.69 3.90 1.10
216
Li 0.96 0.00 0.96 2.04
P 1.20 2.79 3.99 1.01
the charge which the phosphorus loses after the bonding increases first, and then decreases. From the
above mentioned, combined with the analysis of the DOS in section 2.1, we can find that the interactions
of the outer electrons between the lithium atom, the phosphorus atom and the carbon atoms are very
strong. When the doping concentration is high (or the total atomic number of a cell is less than or equal
to 32), the doping concentration has a great effect on the s orbital charge contributing to the bonding of
the lithium and phosphorus atoms. When the doping concentration is low (or the total atomic number of
the cell is more than 32), the doping concentration nearly does not affect the s orbital charge contributing
to the bonding of the lithium and phosphorus atoms, which keeps almost an invariable value. Moreover,
no matter whether in the high doping or in the low doping diamond, the doping concentration also has a
great effect on the p orbital charge contributing to bonding of phosphorus atoms. The above results may
provide some reference to doping experiments of a diamond.
When the lithium atom and phosphorus atom are incorporated into the diamond, the impurity atoms
can form the Li–P bond, the Li–C bonds and the P–C bonds. The bond lengths and the bond populations
of the Li–P bond, the nearest neighbor Li–C bond and the nearest neighbor P–C bond are showed in
table 2. As the table shows, the bond populations of the Li–C atoms are all less than zero. When the
doping concentrations of the impurity atoms are low (as the total atomic number of the crystal cell is
more than 64), the bond population of the Li–C atoms is equal to about −0.32. This indicates that the Li–C
bond is anti-bonding, and as the doping concentration decreases, the anti-bonding states reach a stable
value −0.32. Except that the bond population of the Li–P atoms in the crystal cell whose total atomic
number is 8 is positive, the other bond populations of the Li–P atoms are negative, and their values
increase as the doping concentration increases. This indicates that the Li–P bond is also anti-bonding,
but the constituents of the anti-bonding states decrease as the doping concentration increases. When
the doping concentration reaches a certain value, the anti-bonding states of the Li–P atoms probably
transfer into the bonding states (such as the situation of the crystal cell whose total atomic number is
8). The bond populations of the P–C atoms are all positive, and in general their values increase as the
doping concentration increases. This indicates that the P–C bond is the bonding, and at the same time the
constituents of the bonding states increase as the doping concentration increases. By the bond lengths
shown in table 2, when the total atomic number of the crystal cell is 8 or 16, the bond length of the Li–C
bond is about 2.3 Å, and the average value of the Li–P atom’s bond lengths is about 2.6 Å. When the total
atomic number of the crystal cell is more than 32, the average value of the Li–C atom’s bond lengths is
about 1.6 Å, the average value of the Li–P atom’s bond lengths is 2.0 Å. However, the bond lengths of the
13702-11
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Table 2. The bond lengths and the bond population among the nearest neighbor Li–C atoms, Li–P atoms
and the nearest neighbor P–C atoms in the Li–P co-doped diamond.
Number bond population length(Å)
8
Li—C −0.12 2.31932
Li—P 0.12 2.55735
P—C 0.71 1.75806
16
Li—C −0.04 2.34108
Li—P −0.03 2.70780
P—C 0.66 1.77178
32
Li—C −0.12 1.63001
Li—P −0.26 2.09692
P—C 0.66 1.74612
64
Li—C −0.32 1.63768
Li—P −0.33 1.97483
P—C 0.59 1.68708
72
Li—C −0.17 1.59965
Li—P −0.29 2.02061
P—C 0.64 1.72473
96
Li—C −0.32 1.62917
Li—P −0.31 1.96159
P—C 0.53 1.68730
144
Li—C −0.32 1.63096
Li—P −0.32 1.94782
P—C 0.53 1.68045
216
Li—C −0.32 1.63744
Li—P −0.35 1.94659
P—C 0.29 1.67908
P-C atoms are almost uneffected by the doping concentration, and the average value of their bond lengths
is about 1.7 Å. From the above analysis, the doping concentration has a great impact on the bond lengths
of the Li-C bond and the Li–P bond, but has a little impact on the bond length of the P–C bond.
4. Conclusion
By the first principle calculation theory of the DFT, in this paper we calculate the electrical proper-
ties (such as the DOS and the orbit charge distributions and so on) of different doping concentrations’
Li–P co-doped diamonds. First of all, as the Li–P atoms are incorporated into the diamond, this makes the
Fermi level of the Li–P co-doped diamond move into the vicinity of the bottom of the conduction band
and the conductance property of the Li–P co-doped diamond thin film has been greatly improved. When
the concentration of the impurity atoms is low (the concentrations of the lithium atom or the phospho-
rus atom are less than 2.35×1021 cm−3), the Li–P co-doped diamond thin film presents the characteristic
of the semiconductors. When the concentration of the impurity atoms is high (the concentrations of the
lithium atom or the phosphorus atom are more than 2.35×1021 cm−3), the Li–P co-doped diamond thin
film presents the characteristic of the conductors. Secondly, when the doping concentration is high, the
1s and 2s orbits of the lithium atom will have some contributions to the conduction band near the Fermi
level, as well as may promote the splits of the phosphorus atom’s and the carbon atom’s 2p orbits near
the Fermi level. Thus, this is helpful to improve the electron conductivity of the Li–P co-doped diamond.
The orbital charge distributions of the Li–P atoms also illustrate this phenomenon in detail. Finally, the
incorporation of the lithium atoms into the doped diamond not only improves the electron conductiv-
13702-12
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ity of semiconductors, but also may reduce the vacancies and defects of the doped diamond thin films.
At the same time, the doping concentration of the impurity atoms also has a great impact on the bond
lengths of the Li–C atoms and the Li–P atoms. To sum up, the lithium atoms have an effect on the electron
conductivity and the integrity of the diamond lattice in the Li–P co-doped diamond thin films.
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Першопринципнi розрахунки лiтiєво-фосфорного
спiвлегованого алмазу
К.I.Шао1,2, Г.У. Ванг1, Дж. Жанг1, К.Г. Жу3
1 Лабораторiя квантово-iнформацiйних технологiй, Школа фiзики та телекомунiкацiйних технологiй,
Педагогiчний унiверситет Пiвденного Китаю, Гуанчжоу 510006, Китай
2 Фiзичний факультет, Педагогiчний унiверситет Жангжоу, Жангжоу 363000, Китай
3 Фiзичний факультет, Бейханський унiверситет, Пекiн 100191, Китай
Ми обчислюємо густину станiв (DOS) i заселення Муллiкена алмазу та спiвлегованих алмазiв з рiзними
концентрацiями лiтiю (Li) i фосфору (P) за допомогою методу функцiоналу густини та аналiзуємо випадки
зв’язування тонких плiвок Li–P спiвлегованого алмазу, а також впливи Li–P спiвлегування на провiднiсть
алмазу. Результати показують, що атоми Li–P можуть активiзувати розщеплення енергетичної зони ал-
мазу поблизу рiвня Фермi, а отже покращити провiднiсть електронiв тонких плiвок Li–P спiвлегованого
алмазу, абож навiть перетворити Li–P спiвлегований алмаз з напiвпровiдника у провiдник. Проаналiзова-
но вплив Li–P концентрацiї спiвлегування на орбiтальний розподiл заряду, довжину зв’язку та заселенiсть
зв’язку. Атом Li може активiзувати розщеплення енергетичної зони поблизу рiвня Фермi, а також може
благотворно регулювати спотворення та розширення кристалiчної гратки алмазу.
Ключовi слова: Li–P спiвлегований алмаз, густина станiв, рiвень домiшок, орбiтальний заряд
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